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We show that long-range ferromagnetic interactions in quantum spin chains can induce spatial
quasi-localization of topological magnetic defects, i.e., domain-walls, even in the absence of quenched
disorder. Utilizing matrix-product-states numerical techniques, we study the non-equilibrium
evolution of initial states with one or more domain-walls under the effect of a transverse field in
variable-range quantum Ising chains. Upon increasing the range of these interactions, we demonstrate
the occurrence of a sharp transition characterized by the suppression of spatial diffusion of the
excitations during the accessible time scale: the excess energy density remains localized around
the initial position of the domain-walls. This quasi-localization is accurately reproduced by an
effective semiclassical model, which elucidates the crucial role that long-range interactions play in
this phenomenon. The predictions of this work can be tested in current experiments with trapped
ions.
Understanding transport, spreading of information and
propagation of perturbations is an important research
direction in the context of quantum many-body physics.
In conventional non-equilibrium setups involving local
gradients of conserved quantities, their hydrodynamical
evolution is typically described by a diffusion law [1, 2],
while quantum correlations and entanglement spread bal-
listically at a characteristic speed [3, 4]. However, the
presence of strong quenched disorder provides a robust
mechanism, known as many-body localization [5–8], for
the complete suppression of transport and the dramatic
slow-down of quantum information spreading [9–11].
A long-standing and debated problem in this field is the
possible occurrence of localization phenomena in systems
without disorder and their characterization. A variety
of mechanisms have been proposed in this context, in-
cluding configurational (thermal) disorder in the presence
of strong interactions [12–15], sufficiently complex multi-
body [16] or frustrated [17] couplings, strong electric
fields [18, 19] and quantum confinement [20–22]. In such
cases, it has been argued that a non-equilibrium transient
can arise, during which the features of the dynamical
evolution are reminiscent of many-body localization.
In this work, we show that long-lived localized exci-
tations (hereafter referred to as quasi-localized excita-
tions) can be observed in non-disordered quantum sys-
tems due to long-range interactions, relevant to exper-
imental platforms such as trapped ions [23–26], polar
molecules [27, 28], and magnetic atoms [29, 30]. Specifi-
cally, we study the non-equilibrium evolution of a variable-
range ferromagnetic quantum Ising chain prepared in ini-
tial states with one or more topological magnetic defects,
i.e., domain-walls separating regions of uniformly magne-
tized spins. As illustrated in Fig. 1, while in short-range
systems these domain-walls undergo unbounded spatial
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Figure 1. Non-equilibrium evolution of the longitudinal
magnetization 〈σxj (t)〉 [cf. Eq. (1)] in an open ferromagnetic
quantum Ising chain of L = 100 spins with interactions be-
tween spins at site i and j given by Ji,j ∝ |i−j|−α and α = 1.25
(left) and 3 (right) after a global quench of the transverse field
h starting from a state with a single domain-wall at the center
j = L/2 of the chain. Shown data range from −1 (darkest) to
+1 (lightest). Similar qualitative behaviors are found for α > 2
and α < 2, respectively. Data are obtained via MPS-TDVP
simulations converged with bond dimension D = 64 for the
Hamiltonian (1) with the quench h = 0→ h = 0.1 J0.
spreading (right panel), our extensive numerical computa-
tions based on the time-dependent variational principle on
matrix-product-states demonstrate the absence of diffu-
sion (left panel) during the accessible time scale, provided
the spatial decay of interaction strength is sufficiently
slow. We provide a simple analytical explanation of the
mechanism responsible for this quasi-localization, show-
ing that the emergent behavior of the non-equilibrium
profiles of local observables around the initial domain-wall
positions turns out to be sensitive to the size of the entire
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2system, due to the long range of interactions.
Model and protocol — We consider a ferromagnetic
quantum Ising chain with algebraically-decaying cou-
plings, described by the Hamiltonian
H = − J0Nα,L
∑
1≤i<j≤L
σxi σ
x
j
|i− j|α − h
L∑
i=1
σzi , (1)
where σx,y,zi are Pauli matrices, L is the number of quan-
tum spins-1/2 along the chain, h is a transverse mag-
netic field, and the exponent α ≥ 0 characterizes the
range of the ferromagnetic spin-spin interaction. Open
boundary conditions are assumed. The rescaling factor
Nα,L =
∑
1≤i<j≤L|i− j|−α/(L− 1) ensures that taking
the local energy scale J0 > 0 independent of α and of the
system size results in a proper thermodynamic limit [31].
The behavior of the system described by Eq. (1) cru-
cially depends on the value of α. In the limit α → ∞,
Eq. (1) reduces to the well-known transverse field quan-
tum Ising chain, which can be solved analytically in terms
of free fermions [32]. The behavior of the system for
large enough α may be qualitatively understood in terms
of perturbations of this solvable limit (see, e.g., Refs.
[33, 34]). In particular, for a sufficiently small transverse
field |h| < hcr(α) the ground state has ferromagnetic or-
der, and elementary excitations above it are essentially
dressed domain-walls traveling at a momentum-dependent
and bounded speed. When the interaction decay exponent
α is smaller than 2, however, ferromagnetic order persists
at low but finite temperature for |h| smaller than the
critical value hcr(α). In this regime, the system can host
a broad spectrum of exotic phenomena such as non-linear
light-cone propagation of correlations [35–37], dynamical
phase transitions [38, 39], dynamically stabilized Kapitza
phases [40] and time-crystalline behavior [41], some of
which have been investigated in a range of experiments
with trapped ions [24–26, 42].
In this work, we study the non-equilibrium evolution
governed by H in Eq. (1) starting from initial states
|Ψ0〉 = |n〉 with a longitudinal domain-wall between sites
n and n+ 1, i.e.,
|n〉 =
n⊗
i=1
|↑〉i
L⊗
i=n+1
|↓〉i ≡ |↑1 . . . ↑n ↓n+1 . . . ↓L〉 , (2)
where |↑, ↓〉i denotes the eigenstates of σxi with eigenvalues
±1, respectively. More general initial states |n1, n2, . . . 〉
with multiple domain-walls at positions n1, n2, . . . have
also been considered. All these states are eigenstates
of the Hamiltonian (1) for h = 0. Upon quenching to
a non-vanishing field h 6= 0, the system undergoes a
non-equilibrium evolution, which can be studied by mon-
itoring the dynamics of the spatial profiles of relevant
local observables such as, e.g., the magnetization density
〈σxi (t)〉.
For large α, the spatially-localized domain-wall in the
initial state represents a superposition of elementary ex-
citations at all possible momenta, and, accordingly, it is
expected to exhibit unbounded spreading in space. On
the other hand, for α ≤ 2 isolated domain-walls become
highly-excited states, and the spatial propagation of ele-
mentary excitations is known to display peculiar features
due to the lack of a maximal speed [35]. In this case, we
find a markedly different domain-wall dynamics charac-
terized by spatial localization, as we now detail.
Quasi-localization of domain-walls — We perform nu-
merical computations of the non-equilibrium evolution
for a range of values of the post-quench transverse field
h/J0 ∈ [0, 0.5] and of the exponent α ∈ [0, 3], and for
system sizes L = 50, 100, 200. We use the second or-
der integrator of the time-dependent variational principle
on matrix product states (MPS-TDVP) developed in
Refs. [43, 44] with the time step J0 ∆t = 0.01 and bond
dimension D = 64. The qualitative features of the results
of the simulations appear to depend crucially on α be-
ing smaller or larger than 2. In particular, as shown in
Fig. 1 for the local magnetization, for α > 2 unbounded
light-cone spreading of the domain-wall occurs from the
region around its initial position across the entire system.
However, in the presence of longer-range interactions with
α ≤ 2, the inhomogeneity initially spreading out from the
center of the chain bounces back at a particular charac-
teristic length scale and remains subsequently trapped
within this finite region. The spatial amplitude and the
temporal duration of this bounce appear to depend on
α, h, and, counterintuitively, on the system size L. This
quasi-localization scenario for magnetic defects generalizes
to initial states with more domain-walls, as long as their
initial separation is larger than the amplitude of their
spreading. The stability of the magnetization profiles
away from the initial positions of domain-walls implies
that the lumps of excess energy density, initially concen-
trated around those positions, remain trapped within the
surrounding portions of the chain for a considerable time,
highlighting the dramatic slow-down of thermalization
and transport.
Effective single-domain-wall description — We aim now
at understanding the mechanism underlying the quasi-
localization of domain-walls in the presence of long-range
interactions and developing an analytical description of
its quantitative features. Our analysis is based on the
observation that spin-flip processes occurring far away
from the domain-wall location and generated by a small
transverse field involve, unlike those occurring next to
it, a sizeable configurational energy cost as compared to
the perturbation strength h. The former processes give
rise to small fluctuations of the order parameter away
from the domain-wall, and, crucially, the excited “mesonic”
quasi-particles, made out of two tightly bound domain-
walls, have vanishing center-of-mass momentum to lowest
order in perturbation theory [20–22]. The latter processes,
3Figure 2. Effective description of the dynamics of a single domain-wall. First row: effective potential Vα,L(n) experienced by
the domain-wall at position n along the chain, rescaled by its maximal value Vα,L(L/2), as a function of the rescaled lattice
position n/L, for system sizes L = 50, 100, 200. Second row: sequence of trajectories defined by the classical Hamiltonian (7),
corresponding to the classical limit of eigenstates of the single-domain-wall problem defined by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3) with
h/J0 = 0.1 and L = 50, obtained from the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule (for a better visualization, one every two possible
quantized trajectories is drawn). The coordinate q ∈ [1, L − 1] represents the position along the chain, and the conjugated
momentum p ∈ [0, 2pi] represents the lattice quasi-momentum. The blue shading illustrates the semiclassical motion of the
domain-wall: the initial dark-shaded wavepacket, spatially localized at position L/2 and widespread along the momentum axis,
traverses the light-shaded region of phase space during its time-evolution.
instead, generate effective dynamics of the domain-wall.
We capture these effective dynamics by projecting the
many-body quantum Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) onto the
subspace spanned by the states {|n〉} of Eq. (2) with a
single domain-wall located between sites n and n+1, with
n = 1, 2, . . . , L−1. Within this approach, which proved to
be successful for studying quantum confinement [21], the
matrix elements of the Hamiltonian (1) in this subspace
may be written as 〈n|H|m〉 = EGSδn,m+[Heff]n,m, where
EGS = −J0(L − 1) is the ferromagnetic ground state
energy, and
[Heff]n,m = Vα,L(n)δn,m − h(δn,m+1 + δn,m−1), (3)
where the diagonal term Vα,L(n) is given by the ferromag-
netic configurational excess energy
Vα,L(n) =
2
Nα,L
∑
1≤i≤n
∑
n+1≤j≤L
J0
|i− j|α . (4)
The quantum evolution starting from a domain-wall |n0〉
in Eq. (2) is thus approximated by the motion of a single
quantum particle initially placed at the site n0 of a one-
dimensional lattice of length L−1, hopping to neighboring
sites and subject to the potential Vα,L(n).
The resulting qualitative behavior is determined primar-
ily by the shape of the potential Vα,L(n), which we display
in Fig. 2 for some representative values of α. One realizes
that for α > 2, the potential becomes flat (i.e., indepen-
dent of n) in the limit L → ∞, and hence eigenstates
approach spatially-extended plane waves characterized by
their momentum. Conversely, for 1 < α ≤ 2 the spatial
dependence of Vα,L(n) has a non-trivial scaling limit for
large L, described by a smooth function Vα:
Vα,L(n) ∼
L→∞
cαJ0L
2−α Vα
(
n/L
)
, (5)
with cα = 2/[(2 − α)(α − 1)ζ(α)], ζ the Riemann zeta-
function and Vα(x) = x2−α + (1 − x)2−α − 1, which is
obtained by estimating the sums in Eq. (4). (In the limit-
ing case α = 2, powers are substituted by logarithms.) In
particular, due to the concurrence of unbounded potential
energy ∼ J0L2−α and bounded kinetic energy ∼ h on the
lattice, energy conservation implies that a particle initially
placed at a given lattice site can travel at most a finite
distance away from it. Correspondingly, all eigenstates
of Heff are spatially localized [45]. This sharp transition
in the structure of the spectrum of Heff in Eq. (3) upon
decreasing α below 2 is illustrated in Fig. 2 and provides
a simple explanation for the onset of quasi-localization
in the presence of long-range interactions, as shown in
Fig. 1.
Note that the quasi-localization of magnetic defects
discussed above, takes place only if the effective potential
Vα,L is confining at large distances, i.e., for α ≤ 2. Ac-
cordingly, this phenomenon it is not directly related with
the confined dynamics of correlations functions [22] and
anomalous cusps in the time-evolution of the Loschmidt
echo [46], which occur whenever the effective potential
possesses bound states, i.e., also for α > 2 in the present
model.
For 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and in the thermodynamic limit, the
ferromagnetic interaction is exactly described by its mean-
field approximation [47] and thus it is equivalent to that
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Figure 3. Left: Quantitative comparison between the non-equilibrium evolution of the magnetization obtained from MPS-TDVP
numerical simulations (blue scale, background coloring) and those predicted by the single-domain-wall approximation in Eq. (6)
(yellow-red scale, solid contour lines). These data refer to α = 1.25, h/J0 = 0.1, L = 200. Inset: time slice of the plot at the
indicated position along the chain, with a comparison between the MPS-TDVP data (dashed black line) and the result of the
approximation (solid orange). Right: Quantitative verification of the validity of the semiclassical scaling laws of the profiles in
Eq. (9) with respect to the system size L. These data are obtained from MPS-TDVP simulations with α = 1.75, h/J0 = 0.1,
and L = 100 (blue scale, background coloring) or 200 (yellow-red scale, solid contour lines). Inset: time slice of the plot at
the indicated rescaled position along the chain, with a comparison between L = 100 (dashed black line) and L = 200 (dashed
orange). In both panels, data are converged with bond dimension D = 64.
between a spin and the self-consistent longitudinal field
λj(t) =
J0
2Nα,L
∑L
i(6=j)
〈σxi (t)〉
|i−j|α , which can actually prevent
domain-walls from spreading in space. This is the reason
why, in the following, we focus on the more interesting
case 1 < α ≤ 2 corresponding to intermediate-range
interactions.
We test the effectiveness of the above single-domain-
wall approximation by quantitatively comparing its re-
sults with those of the MPS-TDVP simulations. Relevant
observables are projected onto the single-domain-wall
subspace, and their expectation on the evolving state∣∣∣Ψ˜(t)〉 = e−iHefft |n0〉 is computed. We primarily focus
on the local magnetization mj(t) =
〈
Ψ˜(t)
∣∣∣σxj ∣∣∣ Ψ˜(t)〉,
which reads
mj(t) = 1− 2
∑
1≤n<j
∣∣ 〈n|Ψ˜(t)〉 ∣∣2. (6)
The quantitative comparison between this profile and the
corresponding one obtained from MPS-TDVP simulations
is shown in the left panel of Fig. 3 with solid contour
lines and background coloring, respectively, and in the
relative inset for the time-evolving magnetization at a
fixed position along the chain indicated by the vertical
black dashed line. The agreement turns out to be excellent
for small h and up to considerably long times. It appears
to slowly deteriorate at long times, with an associated
time scale that decreases upon increasing h. However, in
all cases, the qualitative agreement remains fairly good
for all accessible times.
Semiclassical scaling laws — The above single-domain-
wall approach allows one to derive the quantitative fea-
tures of the quasi-localization of domain-walls and, in
particular, to elucidate the role of long-range interactions
in determining its strong sensitivity to the system size.
This is conveniently achieved through a semiclassical treat-
ment of the single-particle quantum-mechanical problem
defined by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3), which describes
its solution with increasing accuracy as L→∞ [48].
Taking the classical limit in Eqs. (3) and (5) defined on
the phase space (q, p) ∈ [1, L− 1]× [0, 2pi] with periodic
boundary conditions on the momentum p, one finds for
α > 1
Hcl(q, p) = −2h cos p + cαJ0
[
q2−α+ (L− q)2−α−L2−α
]
.
(7)
The semiclassical trajectories are defined by Hamilton’s
equations q˙ = ∂pHcl and p˙ = −∂qHcl. Fig. 2 shows the
structure of the semiclassical eigenstates for 1 < α ≤ 2
(left) and α > 2 (right), obtained by quantizing the phase
space area encircled by classical trajectories, illustrating
the quasi-localization transition.
Scaling laws for the motion of quasi-localized domain-
walls as a function of the parameters and of the system
size can be derived within this semiclassical treatment. In
particular, by evaluating the extension and frequency of
the classical trajectories crossing a position n0 along the
chain (see Fig. 2 for an illustration), one readily derives
an estimate of the spatial width ∆j and of the temporal
period ∆t of the spatiotemporal profiles, given by
∆j ∝ hLα−1 , ∆t ∝ Lα−1 , (8)
respectively, for domain-walls far away from the center of
the chain, i.e., with n0  L/2 or n0  L/2, and
∆j ∝
√
hLα , ∆t ∝
√
Lα/h , (9)
5respectively, for domain-walls near the center of the chain,
i.e., with n0 ≈ L/2. These predicted scaling laws are
confirmed by the non-equilibrium profiles obtained via
MPS-TDVP to a high degree of accuracy, as shown, e.g.,
in the right panel of Fig. 3 with rescaled numerical data
for various system sizes L superimposed. Thus, the coun-
terintuitive dependence of the local dynamical behavior of
confined domain-walls on the chain length L, observed in
the numerical simulations, is actually determined by the
system-size scaling of the configurational energy Vα,L(n)
approximately governing the evolution of isolated domain-
walls, which is, in turn, a manifestation of the long-range
nature of the interactions.
Conclusion and outlook — In this work, we have shown
that a non-equilibrium transition occurs in the dynamics
of variable-range quantum Ising chains with magnetic de-
fects, characterized by a sharp change from an unbounded
spatial spreading of domain-walls to quasi-localized dy-
namics upon increasing the range of interactions. We have
provided an analytical understanding of this occurrence
using an approximate description obtained by neglecting
multi-domain-wall processes. This approach accurately
reproduces the results of the MPS-TDVP simulations up
to the simulation times explored in the present study. The
phenomena reported here can be readily tested in current
experiments with trapped ions.
Long-range interacting systems are known to ex-
hibit slow relaxation [47, 49] and slow entanglement
growth [22, 37, 50, 51], reminiscent of many-body localized
dynamics. The quasi-localization of excitations reported
in this work suggests a further qualitative analogy along
these lines. Due to the absence of strictly conserved local-
ized quantities, though, the reported scenario is expected
to be superseded at long times by processes leading to
thermalization. However, a proper investigation of this
issue requires a refined analysis of spectral properties [52]
or of high orders in perturbation theory [12, 16, 53], and
is left for future investigations.
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